
Code of Conduct for meetings 
 

Before the meeting: 

• Be mindful of what you are wearing – many autistic people are sensitive to smells, so 

avoid wearing/ using anything with a strong scent for the day 

• We will do our best to make the meeting environment as neutral as possible, but 

neutral for one person is not neutral for everyone. Make sure to bring any aids with 

you that will help you be able to feel comfortable – ear defenders, tinted glasses, 

objects for stimming, and to wear layers that you can adjust depending on the 

temperature. 

During the meeting: 

• Start discussions with brief introductions. If provided, wear your name badge 

throughout the event so that everyone knows who you are. Use preferred pronouns 

and follow interaction badges if used. 

• Respect what each person needs to join in the conversation and value that everyone 

is different, has had different experiences and will think differently about things. 

• Respect each other's personal space. Be polite, including to those not present, and 

avoid criticising or speaking badly about people.   

• Many delegates will be autistic, and/or family members of autistic people. Some will 

be speaking about their experiences during the meeting. Please respect their time, 

energy and personal boundaries.  

In sessions: 

• Use plain and simple English and use words in full, like National Autistic Society, 

rather than NAS.  

• Discuss ideas not people. Avoid making personal remarks or questioning personal 

choices. 

• Listen, do not interrupt or speak when another person is speaking.   



• Talk slowly and try not to talk for too long. Remember that other people are waiting 

for their turn to speak. Some people may find it hard to join in group discussions so 

be patient, understanding and supportive of other members in the group 

• If you do not understand what someone is saying, please ask them to repeat it or 

explain it. You are probably not the only person who does not understand. 

Please respect that the facilitators need to ensure that:  

• the meeting runs to time 

• a range of people are able to express their opinions 

• the discussion covers a range of different topics 

and so they may need to stop some discussions even when people could have more 

things to say 

In any reports or discussions after the event, do not use people’s names when personal 

things have been discussed, for example when people talk in confidence about something 

that has happened to them. 

 


